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Healing Tools Review

by Ron Damico

Stone Play Tools
Created by: Aaron and Sue Singleton
The Way To Balance, LLC, Amesbury, MA.
www.The WayToBalance.com
Egypt Stone Play—
Sarcophagus Journey Stone;
and Super-Charger
Quartz Mini-Matrix
Aaron and Sue Singleton founders of The Way to Balance, LLC
in Amesbury, MA are creators of various healing techniques, training programs
and numerous vibrational healing tools. Having been in business since 1993 they
are committed to supporting empowerment and healing of others. I’ve grown to
appreciate the tools Aaron and Sue have created for more than two years. They
are simple to use, gentle in the creation of an energetic environment, effective for
amplifying the intended focus, as well as awakening and expansive for personal
and client healing and growth. Two products I would like to share are part of their
Stone Play toolbox.
What are Stone Play Tools for Healing and Intention?

How the Stone Play” Tools Work:
Stone Play Tools create simple yet powerful vortices using a combination of
crystal formations, Rings of Oden formations, and more. For example, various
configurations have been pre-designed to create the energy and resonance for
opening, balancing and healing, as well as connecting with Oneness/Centering
with the Divine, plus recreating the energy frequencies of sacred spaces such as
Stonehenge, Machu Picchu, The Great Pyramid, and more!
Two of the tools I will share with you this issue are the Egypt Stone Play – Sarcophagus,
Open Tomb of Resurrection (also know as The Journey Stone), and Super Charged
Quartz Mini-Matrix. Both use activated crystals to support specific intensions in
one’s healing journey.
Egypt Stone Play - Sarcophagus, Open Tomb of Resurrection
(The Journey Stone)
The Journey Stone uses a Sodalite crystal specifically activated with
frequencies from Ancient Egypt by Aaron and Sue. These frequencies hold the
energies of the three major chambers of The Great Pyramid-The Pit, Queen’s
Chamber and King’s Chamber. A triangulation pattern of the 3 pyramids at Giza
(Khufu-The Great Pyramid, Khafre and Menkaure) was then added to stimulate
DNA healing on a cosmic and physical level. In addition, this crystal is also
embedded with the energy frequency of the famous Sarcophagus. All of this
supports the willingness to travel, without leaving your body; enhancing the
effects of meditating in this transformational space; create a safe journey within
self to know more intra-dimensional realities; and embrace this opportunity to
transition from initiate to adept. You may intend a specific journey or dimension,
or “whatever is for my highest good at this time.”
The Journey Stone is helpful in revealing that which is not seen or what
someone is unaware of. It can be used in any number of ways beyond what is
listed in the information which comes with the crystal. In my opinion this crystal
will effortlessly support a heart felt, soul guided willingness to become a balanced
and grounded human being. I have used this crystal to create and maintain a

At different times I have had clients create a focus for themselves without
the Journey Stone in hand and then with it. The experience was expressed as
“different”, “more intense and expansive”, “more vivid” with the stone in hand. Now
one could argue that it is “mind over matter” or “the placebo effect.” That is up to
each person to decide. My faith and willingness to become aware of and embrace
Universal Truth is what I use to determine the sincerity of any person. The only
times it was stated there was “no difference” or “nothing happened” was when the
focus was to may steps ahead; the focus was to avoid something, which required
honoring; or the level of tension, fear, and/or anxiety of what was surfacing to
shift was greater than the willingness to welcome change. After the obstacles were
connected with and shifted the original focus was engaged again and the results
were appreciatively remarkable by the person.
Super-Charged Quartz Mini-Matrix
Description: These specialized Super-Charged Quartz Crystals have been cleared,
energized and programmed with The EOL Net-Neutral Ion Generator and other
EOL techniques by Sue and Aaron. This greatly increases the energy amplification
of these crystals, beyond the typical quartz amplification traits. Regular storebought quartz will not have the powerful effect of these programmed crystals.
When placed on the matrix as instructed, the crystals create a 360° energy vortex,
with a radius of 35 feet (70-foot diameter). This vortex amplifies the energy of
whatever is placed in the center of the circle, such as essential oils, other crystals,
medications, liniments, vitamins, herbs, etc.
I have been using this item with Joan, myself, family, friends and clients for
more than two months. This matrix is easy to use and truly affective. Not only
is one able to use an expansive array of items listed above to support clearing,
healing and balancing, but more than one matrix can be used at a time with
complementary items. For example, if someone is clearing physical trauma from
the body and there is an awareness of any emotional and energetic imbalances
influencing the trauma, a matrix can be used to create a vortex to resolve the
physical trauma, another to clear the emotion influences and one to support
the clearing and balancing of the energetic field. After the release or clearing is
experienced one or more matrix can be used to help re-harmonize the physical,
energetic and emotional state. This matrix is as expansive as a persons willingness
to explore. We have used this matrix with many individuals and groups with
wonderful results and compliments of gratitude for the experience. If you are a
practitioner of any technique, this matrix offers an opportunity to increase your
offering of support and what a person will have access to in your presence and is a
wonderfully supportive tool for all willing to heal and grow.
Size: All-inclusive kit contains an 8-inch vinyl mini-matrix mat, layout and
usage instructions and 6 Super-Charged Programmed Clear Quartz Crystals.
Joan and I have been using a variety of their tools for a few years and
greatly appreciate all they offer and support. Both of these products create an
environment of support and help facilitate change whether you are a practitioner
or someone interested in supporting yourself through the journey of life. When
used with clear intention these tools are a joy to play with.
For more information about these or other The Way to Balance products visit
www.thewaytobalance.com or call (978) 834-0341.

You know you've read a good book when you turn the last page and
feel a little as if you have lost a friend. ~Paul Sweeney
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The Stone Play Tools are innovations by Aaron and Sue that are designed to
harness and apply non-force energy technology using specially-developed Stone
Play Layout Mats and a variety of natural crystals. By placing crystals in various
geometry designs on the Stone Play Layout mats (or on the body, as with Egypt
Stone Play), the Stone Play Tools help to manifest healing, intention, and general
goodwill and greatly amplify any work you may do with intention and Universal Laws.

focus for myself and clients. When used with clear intent, willingness, openness
and focus it increases the ease of a person to hold a clear and centered willingness
for themselves to move towards balance and wellbeing. With the honoring and
welcoming of the experienced insight great change can be embraced.

